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Snow – Sweden desire lines 









Nationally, drug, suicide, and alcohol-induced
deaths continue to increase

• Source: CDC WONDER Online Database, 2010-2020
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Fragmentation Integration



Our ongoing 
challenge is 
getting people 
access to mental 
health care. 

28.5 million
did NOT 

receive treatment
(55%)

23.0 million 
received 

treatment
(45%)

Source: National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), 2019









Nearly half of adults said that worry or stress 
from Covid-19 has negatively impacted their 
mental heath.
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• Source: Kaiser Family Foundation Health Tracking Poll (conducted April 15-20, 2020)













The mental health field is 
experiencing a “crisitunity”



Solution #1
Break some  dishes



Deprescribing 

Reassses our structures 







Once we realize that something is 
not working, it is unethical to 
proceed as if it is.



Solution #2
Share more 

(know when to yell)







Solution #3
Organize and mobilize

(bring new friends along)



Three social movement themes
Vision and framing. A constituency. A long-term Commitment.



Mental health is consistently being outspent
The chart below shows 2019 expenditures
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Solution #4
Be bold



We have codified the 
separation of mind and 
body through policy.





#2 Leverage 988

Solution #5
Rethink crisis 988



What is 988 and who should use it?

Approved by Congress in fall 2020, 988 is the 
nation’s first three-digit crisis number dedicated to 
mental health and designed to help connect 
people with appropriate care.

988 goes live in TWO days. If you or someone you 
know is having suicidal thoughts, experiencing 
delusions, or displaying concerning symptoms of 
mental illness, you should call 988 instead of 911. 



988

Mental health 
and SUD reform

You?



Crisis Standard of Care

Someone to 
talk to

Someone to 
respond

Somewhere 
to go

Call 988 Crisis Line





Solution #5
It starts with us



Fundamental workforce considerations

WHAT
does care 
look like

WHERE
is care being 

delivered

WHO
is providing health 

care

HOW
is care being 

provided





Care in community, by community, 
and for community

Community Initiated Care (CIC) hypothesis: better equipping trusted community 

agents* with skills to help can change the trajectory of a person’s mental health 

journey.

• More immediately address mental health needs

• Reduce overall demand on the clinical enterprise

• Complement traditional care that may be given

• Positively impact outcomes at both a micro and macro level

This means the field needs to develop strategies that, with an asset-based 

respectful approach, equips community residents and organizations with the skills 

and resources to be their own first response.

*helper, human, neighbor, coworker, barista



The Method — Strength in Ourselves
Recognizing the strength in you to create a helping moment

1. Empowered to start

We’re often hesitant to engage when others seem 

upset, worried, or even just having a rough day. 

Recognize that you have what it takes to be there 

and do something. Because you are enough.

2. Be present and notice

Before we can offer help, we have to recognize 

when help is needed. Take time to notice what’s 

going on with those around you and how it makes 

you feel. By identifying situations and your 

feelings, you create space to meet someone 

where they are.







Solution #5
Know when to lead 
and when to follow



https://evokateapp.org/



“Youth gets together with their materials to 
build a bridge to the moon or maybe a palace 
on earth; then in middle age they decide to 
build a woodshed with them instead.”

- Henry David Thoreau 



there are no shortcuts to anywhere worth going



THANK YOU
https://mentalhealth411.substack.com/
https://www.benmillerpsyd.com/

https://mentalhealth411.substack.com/
https://www.benmillerpsyd.com/
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